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QUESTION 1

A virtual package on a client computer is corrupted. What is the procedure by design to fix the problem? 

A. Deactivate and Reset 

B. Delete and Reset 

C. Deactivate and Reinstall 

D. Reset and Reinstall 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator receives notification of a new vulnerability threat from Symantec Deepsight Alert Services. The alert
includes the name of an executable that should be prevented from running. Which policy should the administrator
configure? 

A. Malware Blocking policy 

B. Application Metering policy 

C. Custom Inventory policy 

D. Software Inventory policy 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A system administrator created a Software Portal entry that allows any user in the company to install a specific program.
For licensing purposes, the administrator needs to determine which computers have the software. Which report can be
used to track which computers have the software in question? 

A. the Audit Software Search report 

B. the Add or Remove Program Search report 

C. the Software Compliance Summary report 

D. the Installed Software report 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Based on a corporate policy, every 12 months one-third of the organization\\'s computers are replaced with new
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systems. This results in very large purchase orders being placed all at the same time. Their current replacement
processes cause significant productivity losses for the users during the replacement period. What can Deployment
Solution do to help reduce their productivity losses? 

A. It can simplify the deployment process by bundling all steps for new system builds into a single automated policy
including operating systemdeployment, software provisioning, and user configuration. 

B. It can allow for automatic creation of new computer records from an imported lists of computer information from the
manufacturers, whichsimplifies the imaging process. 

C. It can simplify the process of computer deployments to departments by coordinating with an Active Directory
connector for automatedconfiguration setting tasks. 

D. It can add an interface in the console to simplify and synchronize deployment schedules by allowing department
heads to enter personalmaintenance plans. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A system administrator needs to deploy the pcAnywhere plug-in to a subset of the Windows desktop computers in an
environment. After selecting the named policy in the "Applied to" section of Altiris Client Management Suite 7.1, how
should the administrator modify the targeted agent policy? 

A. Update results, click OK to save the changes, and then click Save Changes. 

B. Edit the SQL of the named policy, add a filter rule, update results, click OK to save the changes, and then click Save
Changes. 

C. Edit the named policy, add a filter rule, update results, click OK to save the changes, and then click Save Changes. 

D. Create a new SQL statement for a new named policy, add a filter rule, update results, click OK to save the changes,
and then click SaveChanges. 

Correct Answer: C 
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